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STUDIES ON THE SPORADIC E-LAYER*
By R. B. BANHRJI

(Received ior^pitblication, May /,

ABSTBACT. Attempt has been ruafte to investigate the structure and properties of 
the sporadic B# region of the ionosi|iere from a study of the fading of the echoes from 
this region. Statistical analysis «howtif that the echo consists of two components, one 
superposed on the other One of the| components is due to random scattering and the 
other to a steady reflection. This shf-ws^hat the E, region consists of a regularly reflec
ting region and a region of iun-clou<ps A method for estimating the average number 
density of electrons in the clouds has beeja developed. It is found that the average nrmber 
density is below that required for totally reflecting the exploring waves. Expressions for 
the variation of reflection coefficient with the variation of exploring frequency has been 
developed for a thin and for a semi-infinite layer (The electron distribution at the 
boundary is assumed to have a linear profile). The expression shows that it is poasiblp 
from the observation of reflection-characteristics to distinguish between the two cases. 
Hence with the help of this expression one can investigate the structure of that part of 
the E* region which gives rise to the steady echo.

I .  I N T R O D U C T I O N

The irregularly occurring region of ionisation, known as the sporadic 
E-layer (Ei), presents many perplexing problems regarding its origin and 
structure. As is well-known, the E,-echoes are characterised by the facts
that they are obtained on frequencies much higher than the normal Elayer 
critical frequency (from about the same height as that of the normal Elayer) 
and that th e ‘reflections’ are only partial. These phenomena are explained 
by Best, Farmer and Ratcliffe (1938) on the hypothesis that sporadic E region 
consists of ion-clouds and that the observed echoes are due to scattering, 
rather than reflection from these clouds. This view has been experimentally 
cotroborated by Eckersely and Faimer (i945)- Booker (1950) has recently 
given a theory of scattering from such clouds. (A similar theory applied 
to the case of propagation of microwaves through the troposphere shows 
that the observed variation of signal intensity with distance agrees with 
that calculated from the theory.) However, Appleton, Naismith and Ingrain 
{1939) explain the E , echoes as due to partial reflection from extremely 
thin layer of ionisation embedded within the Elayer. One of the wayrs 
Of investigating the E , region, i.e. determining how far it consists of irregul
arly distributed clouds and how far it has a thin-layer stmethre, is to make 
a statistical study of the fading of the E , echoes. This is because, as pointed
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out by McNicol (1949), the probability distribution of the amplitude of the 
echoes, if they are only due to scattering, will be different from that if they 
have a steady component (due to partial reflection from a thin layer) super
posed on them. Such studies have been made by the author and the results 
of the analysis show that even when there are echoes only from the sporadic 
E  region, there is a strong component which can only be ascribed to regular 
reflection from a layer. A  quasi-periodic variation of the ionospheric fading 
characteristics has also been noticed. This suggests the existence of a steady 
drift. Attempt has also been made, by extending Booker's formula, to deter
mine the ionic density of the E j clouds from the variation of scattered 
intensity with frequency. It is found that the observed ionic density 
of the clouds bear no relation to the normal Elayer critical frequency.

2. B X P R R I M E N T A I *  S E T - U P  A N D  P R O C E D U R E

The apparatus used was the 500-watt ionospheric sounding equipment 
used for routine observations installed at the University College of Science, 
-Calcutta. The intensity of the E* echo w’as delineated on the C .R .O . screen 
and’ its amplitude was noted visually every five seconds to the nearest half- 
’centimetre of length. This gave a measure of the fluctuation of the reflec
tion coefficient on an arbitrary scale. Observations were taken continuously 
for five minutes (giving sixty values of the amplitude) on each of a number 
of sounding frequencies. Care was taken to keep the aerial current constant 
during the observations. A s the radiation pattern of the inverted-L aerial 
which was used for transmission would not change much within the range 
of frequencies employed (0,5 to 1,0 Mc/sec.}, the constancy of aerial current 
ensured an appreciably constant value of the radiated power. Observations 
extending over periods of 7 to 20 minutes were also taken to detect any 
variation of the scattering characteristics.

T H E  S C A T T E R E D  A N D  S T E A D Y  C O M P O N E N T S

(o) The probability distribution curves.— If the returned echo consists 
of a steady component and a scattered component then the ptobability distri
bution of the amplitude of the echo follows the curve given by Rice ^1945!.

I 2T B
\ (i)

where is the Bessel function of zero order with imaginary argument, B is 
tke amplitude of the steady component, and R the amplitude of the scattered 
Component, i.e-, root mean square amplitude due to a large number of. waves 

in random phase. McNicol has pointed out that if B V a / E  < 1 ,  the Rice 
.distribution approximates to the Rayleigh distribution ■

b --rVB*
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and, if B\^as / 1? >  3, it approximates to the Gaussian distribution

where
r,„“ = B'’ + ^ . (see figure i) 

2
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(d)
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Rice cmves with K -  2 v'a au<l R=i, 3 and 6 as noted against each curve. Note how the 
form of the curve goes ovtr to the Gaussian type from the Rayleigh type as the ratio 
B\^afR increases from below i to above 3.

From a study of the closeness of fit of the observed distribution curves with 
the one or the other of the theoretical curves (i), (2) or (3), it is possible 
to estimate the respective proportions of R and B, i.e., of the scattered and 
steady components in the received li» echoes.

McNicol (1949) has analysed a large amount of fading data, both at 
high and medium frequencies at both vertical and oblique incidence. He 
found that echoes on high frequency and on medium frequencies at oblique 
incidence have a large steady reflection component.

(b) Fitting of the curves.— To  draw the probability distribution curves 
from the fading data the amplitudes recorded were divided into groups 
differing from one another by 0.5 cm. The number of amplitudes falling 
into each group was plotted against the corresponding amplitude to give 
the frequency distribution or, when normalised, the probability distribution 
of the echo intensity. The form of the probability distribution gave an 
indication of the approximate values of the parameters of the distribotiofl. 
curve. It was found, however, that these values did not c'onform to either
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the two limiting conditions (2) or (3\ in which, case process ol. curve 
fitting could have been simplified by transformation to a case of straight line 
& tin g. In this case intermediate values of B^/zfR  were most frequent. 
Accurate determination of B and R  was, therefore, very difficult and trial-and- 
error method was adopted. Values of the parameters differing by finite Steps 
were taken and the theoretical curves corresponding to these values were 
fitted to the experimental distribution curves. A  set of typical results is shown 
in Table 1 . Figure 2 shows one such curve.

T able 1

A typical set of observations

Date : January i, 1951 ; Time : 12.10 hrs. to 12.30 hrs.

/"£, =4.65 Mc/sec : /®/Z =  3.6o Mc/sec.

Frequency of 
ob&;ei‘vat ions

Number of 
data

Significance 
of fit H R

4 5 5 61 0.60
1

2 I ^/T
4.15 Mc/sec.

4 33 Mc/sec.
4-45 61 0.83 5

3.50 Mc/sec.
4.30 56 0.70 2 2 a/—

AmpUtnde
F i g . ’2 ‘

■ ' * ' histegram t>f atnplttode recorded on Jan. i &t a freqwti^y ,ot a m  "M 
IBhe^di^lr^tfoii carve with B - i (0.5 cm. being cfai»en aa an itj i a 's h S n
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The significance of the clos-nes'^es of the fits could not. however, be 

weU estimated by only a vi&UAl coaiparisoti of the theoretical and experi
mental histograms due to the statistical scatter of the points introduced by 
the smallness of the sample. Recourse was, therefore, taken to the well- 
known method of significance test due to Pearson. Out of 25 curves with 
short periods of observation (size of sample =  60) 22 were found to have 
probabilities of fit greater than^.o.s. This is sufficient evidence to the effect 

that Rice distribution is being fol^wed. Values of B 2/J? as found, varied 
generally from i to 3, showing th|t there was a distinct steady echo in addition 
to the scattered wavelets.

4. T H E  S C A T T E R E D  C if M 1* () N E N T— C A h C V  I, A T I o  N OI*' 
E L E C T R O N  I> E l| S 1 T Y  I N  T H E  C L O U D S

Booker and Gordon (ipsolHiave given a theory of f-cattering of micro
waves in the troposphere which Booker later applied with appropriate modi
fications to the E ,  layer. Their formula provides a means of estimating the 
mean electron density of the scattering clouds. It is shown below that the 
variation of the mean scattering coefficient (characterised by tlie parameter R 
of the probability distribution) with the frequency of the sounding wave can 
be used for this calculation.

According to Booker, the scattering coefficient (<r) of a bunch of clouds 
with a scale of fine structure I, mean dielectric constant « and mean variation 

thereof A e is given by

(;)

for perpendicular incidence.

Replacing 4nl by Ao, the penetration wavelength, we can write,

Ae /Ao**
J\aV a

4/0-=

VA

' Now, neglecting the magnetic i field of the earth, the dielectric constant 

of an ionic cloud is given by

mp‘  dN
■

T - . 4 5 W  
•• nip‘ I

mp*
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Putting - =4tr*Vt  ̂ for convenience (vc having no significance
rn

except that this would be the penetration frequency of a thick layer having 
this ionic density)

..2

N~
I — ■-

Hence

V'or = v'8 »/V„
I "Hfe) N (5)

I —

If o- and <r be the scattering coefficients at two frequencies v and v (v,
being the same under constant conditions) we have

2
1 + I —

I + £ )
( 6)

Now >/ <r is proportional to the amplitude of the echo, as depicted on the 
oscillograph screen. Thus by noting the mean amplitude of the echoes at 
two frequencies and also the penetration frequency, we can calculate the 
value of Ve, which is a measure of the ionic density in the clouds.

In course of our obsei'vations we were able to measure on six days. 
For-each of three of these days, only two values of <r could be obtained. 
The values of Ve were found to be between 2 and 5 Mc/sec. For each of the 
three other days, three values of <r were obtained. These latter observations 
naturally allowed us to calculate three independent values of and hence 
afforded a means of checking the theory and observations. The general 
values of v„ agreed with those given above and also among themselves 
within ±0.5 Mc/sec. One such set of values is given in Table 1.

In addition to our own observations, we utilised some of the earlier data 
of Rawer (1949) on the variations of the reflection coefficient of the K , layer 
with exploring frequency. Rawer noted the frequencies at which the ratios 
of the amplitudes of the E f and simultaneous F-echoes were ioo:x, xo:i, 
i : i ,  i:io  and x:xoo. Some curves showing the hourly values of these fre* 
quencies were used to verify our analysis. In these calculations, the values 
of the frequencies for 1:100 were taken to be the penetration frequency. 
Prom the four other frequencies, six values , of v* were deduced; these six  
agreeing among themselves in each case. The frequencies were of the order 
of 3— 4 Mc/sec.
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S, T H E  S T E A D Y  C O M P O N R N  T—R K F L E C T T O N S  F R O M  -A
'r H 1 N A Y R R

T i e  presence of a steady reflected component in the echo from the E* 
region (Sec. 3) indicates the presence of a strattim of ionisation of horizontal 
extent much greater than the length of the exploring wave. Also, the 
phenomenon of partial reflection associated with E , echoes indicates that the 
thickness of the stratum must he’comparable to the wavelength. A part of 
the E * region may thus be identified with a thin layer.

It is possible in principle,; by measuring the variation of reflection 
coefficient with change of exploring frequency and comparing results with 
the deductions from the iheore^ical formulae for reflection coefficient under 
similar conditions [as given by H|rtrec (1929), Saha and Rai (1937I and Ueb 
(1940)] to make an estimate of |,the thickness of the layer. Unfortunately, 
on account of experimental diffitiulties, reflection coefficients could not be 
obtained over a sufficiently large range of exploring frequencies. However, 
over our limited range of observations we obtained a result which indicates 
qualitative' agreement with the variation of reflection coefficient with wave 
length as given by Hartree’s formula. In two of our observations the 
parameter B of the distribution curve (which characteiises the coefficient 
corresponding to the steady component) passed through a maximum with 
change of the exploring wave frequency having values higher than v„. 
According to Hartree’s formula also the reflection coefficient should pass 
through a number of maxima and minima as the frequency of the exploring 
wave is changed in the range greater than the penetration frequency (by 
this term we mean here a fiequeucy that would be just reflected by a thick
layer of same ionic density). •

It may be mentioned in this connection that Best, Farmer and Ratcliffe 
(1938  ̂ suggest that the E* reflections may be due to a sharp gradient of 
ionisation in the lower part of the K region. It is clear from the above that 
observations on the variation of the parameter B over a wide range of v may 
yield sufficient data to descriminate between the two points of view (thin

layer or sharp gradient).
An alternative and simpler method for determining the reflection 

coefficient of a sharp gradient or a thin layer, as developed by the author, is 
given below. The starting point of the analysis is the expression given by 
Rayleigh for reflection from a medium of varying refractive index. Rayleigh’s 
expression for the reflection coefficient may be written as

a
. 'It*’ A i fiidZ.

Ai O h
It is assumed that the reflection coefficient is small at all points.
Let the reflecting medium consist of electrons distributedin a thin layer 

0I' triangular profile having semi-thickuess Zn  and maximum ion^ density 
(corresponding to the critical frequency v, of a thick layer). The number



density of the electrons at any height is then given by

t o r o < Z < Z t
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and

Then, since

N - N̂

N = y- i ^ - - ]Z . \ z j

/i = \l  I

fo r Z ,< Z < 2 Z »

•••\ (7I 

... (8;

mp‘*

can split the integral into two parts and write,

V ® T .̂ 5 —------
g r ! '■ / : .  - » I xM “~-5? “Z
A

h  .  f
J

dZ

I

Vc
-Z,

—

” e
^ ( - 0

Z "VIn the second integral, the transformation 2 -  ^  yields, on making the 

running variable uniform.

-  = f 'J

I , 4ii
<- '“ ITZ.

".5.-•!;)

which yields

4ffi 
A.

— e Zi dZ,

a  _L_ '1*
/ii 4^1 »■■

V® _ 7 \ 1 ^  ^
n\ ‘ v,» *  ii\ • v.“ “ V* /> —e

putting 2 V ' ” -

_ 'A.g.(-I ^Y '̂2. C . V.* Z,J

X /  --------------------------- d .̂

»j, the above can be written as

_  - i f . - S  v ?  ■■ fe S- ■{ -  5-' )” 1 y '  i l ! dx ... (9)

& £*8» V.* »• J



T h i. expre»iM  ceases lo be valid when v approaches v, i.r. near 
cntlcal r e a ^ t.M  smce the reBectioo here is very profuse aod our initial 
at»umpt.oi. breaks down. Within the region of validity, the lower lim.t of 
m teg^ fo n  ts greater than The nrodulus of the integral has no pronounced 
varratton tn t t a  range (figure 3) and hence the maxima and minima of the 
reflection coefficient are determined by the first factor.
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t

Variations of the integral

y/yc —

F i g . 3

e ' ’  , dx  X
8fr If i -  Y -.Mr 1

dx  with y when — = 2.5

The first factor is maximum when the arguments of the two complex 
quantities differ by an odd multiple of tt, z.e. when

v»=(2M + i);7 + ^ .  A  v * ( i -  A
V,*; 3C Vc* V V /

Stt

i e ( i -  ^  r  = 1 -V V* /  8

Or,  puttinsf cjZ^ — v,,

3(2n + i) Vg*v, 
8 (10)

Oraphical solution of this equation shows that the function IB^jAi will 
go  through a swies of maxima and minima. The spacings between the 
maxima and the frequency for the first maximum are dependent on the

2—1778P—8
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ratio vj/vj, t. e. is a function of the thickness an d-density-of the layer. 
However, the frequency separation of the maxiiua are of the same order-as 
Ve, (see figure 4). . . .

a 3 4 |
y/rc

F i g . 4
Graphical solution ot Hq. (lo). The dotted lines represent the L. H. S. and the bold 

lines the R. H. S. for the various values of n noted against each. TLe intersections give 
values of p/v, for maxima. vx/ve=2.5

If instead of a layer of finite thickness We have a'semi-infinite layer 
of steep boundary (the electron distribution the boundary being: given by 
eqn.y, then the condition for maximum reflection coefficient is given by

t.C.,

(zn + i )7T;

=  3!aw± i) „ „ (ii)

It is to be noted that the spacings between the cubes of the maxima 
are constant. Thus a measurement of the spacings between the maxima 
when the exploring wave frequency is varied can provide a test for the nature 
of the layer, whether it is a thin layer or has a thickness large compared to the 
wavelength having a steep lower boundary.

6. A N O T E  O N  T H E  O B S E R V E D  V A R I A T I O N  O F  F I T

During oqr observations it was noticed that the fits-for-smaller''samples 
(^o to 60 data) were more significant thafi th'o^ tor larger 'satnpleB (xob to
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aoo data). It was suspected that the misfit was being caused by a change 
iti the ionospheric conditions (as characterised by the distribution parameters 
B and R) during the period of observation, which was perforce rather long 
(i s  to 20 minutes) for the larger samples. Such changes would cause a 

' variation of the closeness of the fit as the time of observation is gradually 
lengthened. It is evident that a functional relationship exists between the 
variation of fit and the variation of the distribution parameters.

®tudy this effect a nunsber of long duration observations >rang'ing 
from 8 to 20 minutes) were taken. Instead of calculating the actual value 
of the Pearson’s x* function, the closeness of fit was calculated by the 
quantity X®/iV. N  being the total number of observations. This quantity 
is given by the equation

X*
N i

where is the theoretical probability of occurence of the i th amplitude 
range and the experimentally observed probability. The analysis was 
carried out as follows :

The total number of data was first fitted to the nearest Rice curve. 
The set was then considered up to the first 40 observations and the value 
of x^lN  calculated with the Rice curve deduced before. The number of 
data was then progressively increased and ! N  recalculated till the end of 
the set.

The investigation of the functional relationship between variations of 
X®/N and the characteristics is complicated by the finite size of each sample. 
A s a first approximation we will assume that the whole deviation of the 
fit is due to the variation of the characteristics or, in effect, that the 
samples behave as infinitely large ones. A  general analysis of the variation 
of Rayleigh fits is given below. The parallel analysis for Rice curves is 
made difficult by the comparatively complicated Bessel function with 

imaginary arguments. -

The Rayleigh distribution

^ „=  31 e «* dr,TO jrj2 ' “ »

can be written as

r _ d r - dr.

If I/H* be a function of time, given generally by




